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Netherlands' national football team player Arjen Robben poses for a photo with a fan after a training
session in Rio de Janeiro.

All World Cup squads that forbade their players from having sex during the tournament failed
to make it through to the elimination round, according to an analysis published by Quartz.

The four teams that imposed a total ban on sex during the World Cup — Russia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Chile and Mexico — all made an early exit from the tournament.

Six of the eight teams still vying for the title — including Brazil, France and the
Netherlands — either have no ban on sex or impose only partial restrictions on the nature
of their players' sexual activity. The sex policies of the two remaining squads, Argentina
and Colombia, remain unknown.

Brazil, Costa Rica and France are among the squads that set limits on their players' sexual
activity. Brazilian coach Luis Felipe Scolari said his players could have sex but without
"acrobatics." The Costa Rican squad's ban on sex only applied to the group stage and the



French players are allowed to have intercourse but "not all night."

Quartz considered that teams that allowed girlfriends and wives to visit with players in their
hotel rooms and did not have an explicit sex ban were allowed to engage in intercourse.
The digital news outlet also determined that nine teams had allowed sex without limits,
and five other squads imposed certain restrictions on sexual activity. The sex policies of 14
World Cup teams remain unknown.

Despite scientific evidence that sex is not detrimental to athletic performance, many coaches
of professional sports teams think that sexual activity can be tiring and distracting for their
players.
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